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Outline
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• Motivation and the High-luminosity LHC
• Particle Flow reconstruction 

• PUPPI Pileup subtraction
• The Phase-II Upgrade to the L1 CMS Trigger 
• Progress of PF+PUPPI implementation
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We are here
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We are here

Phase-II 
upgrades 10x dataset 

increase
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Discover Higgs!
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Constraints on BSM Physics
(especially strongly produced)
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Observed limits
Expected limits
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SM hh Rare+Exotic Higgs EWK BSM

124 CHAPTER 8. BEYOND THE STANDARD MODEL
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Fig. 8.10: Exclusion reach for Higgsino-like charginos and next-to-lightest neutralinos with
equal mass m (NLSP), as a function of the mass difference Dm between NLSP and LSP. Exclu-
sion reaches using monojet searches at pp and ep colliders are also superimposed (see text for
details).

Collider experiments have significant sensitivity also to sleptons. Searches for staus, su-
perpartners of t leptons, might be particularly challenging at pp facilities due to the complex-
ity of identifying hadronically-decaying taus and reject misidentified candidates. Analysis of
events characterised by the presence of at least one hadronically-decaying t and pmiss

T show
that the HL-LHC will be sensitive to currently unconstrained pair-produced t̃ with discov-
ery (exclusion) potential for mt̃ up to around 550 (800) GeV [442]. The reach depends on
whether one considers t̃ partners of the left-handed or the right-handed tau lepton (t̃R or
t̃L, respectively), with substantial reduction of the sensitivity in case of t̃R. The HE-LHC
would provide sensitivity up to 1.1 TeV [442], and an additional three-fold increase is ex-
pected for the FCC-hh (extrapolation). Lepton colliders could again provide complementary
sensitivity especially in compressed scenarios: ILC500 [427] would allow discovery of t̃ up to
230 GeV even with small datasets, whilst CLIC3000 would allow reach up to mt̃ = 1.25 TeV
and Dm(t̃,c0

1 ) = 50 GeV [453].

8.3.3 Non-prompt SUSY particles decays
There are numerous examples of SUSY models where new particles can be long-lived and may
travel macroscopic distances before decaying. Long lifetimes may be due to small mass split-
tings, as in the case of pure Higgsino/Wino scenarios, or due to small couplings, as in R-parity
violating SUSY models, or due to heavy mediators, as in Split SUSY. For HL-LHC [442], stud-
ies are available on long-lived gluinos and sleptons. Exclusion limits on gluinos with lifetimes
t > 0.1 ns can reach about 3.5 TeV, using reconstructed massive displaced vertices. Muons dis-
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40 mhz
35 pp/event

100 khz
(400x rej)

1 khz
(100x rej)

Typically limited to information from a 
single sub-detector (calorimeter, muons)

    
  

L1 HLT
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40 mhz
200 pp/event

750 khz
(50x rej)

7.5 khz
(100x rej)    

  

L1 HLT

Naively scales with luminosity
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Challenges to Phase-II L1 Trigger
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• L1 Accept rate scales ~ linearly with luminosity increase
• Must maintain performance in hostile environment!

APx SW/FW Update

Aleš Svetek, U. Wisconsin, for the APx consortium
Level-1 Trigger Phase 2 Upgrade Technical Design Workshop
June 19, 2019
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Challenges to Phase-II L1 Trigger
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• L1 Accept rate scales ~ linearly with luminosity increase
• Must maintain performance in hostile environment!
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→ Extra stochastic energy 
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More low-pT jets to "measure 
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→ Higher trigger rate
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Challenges to Phase-II L1 Trigger
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• L1 Accept rate scales ~ linearly with luminosity increase
• Must maintain performance in hostile environment!

It gets worse !!
Background (uncorrelated coincidences) ~ (lumi)2

beamspot
"cigar"~30cm

Not new problems, solved offline with Particle Flow Reco+
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Tracks

Muon 
segments

HCal

Muons

Electrons

(Isolated) photons

Charged hadrons

Neutral hadrons

ECal

Particle Flow Reconstruction
• Idea: combine measurements across all sub-detectors 

to achieve best possible resolution per object
• Algorithm returns a list of single-particle candidates
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Tracks

Muon 
segments

HCal

Muons

Electrons

(Isolated) photons

Charged hadrons

Neutral hadrons

ECal

Particle Flow Reconstruction
• Idea: combine measurements across all sub-detectors 

to achieve best possible resolution per object
• Algorithm returns a list of single-particle candidates

PF, offline experience

�21

Large gains from PF on jet and MET resolutions

arXiv:1706.04965 [PF paper]

34 5 Performance in simulation
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Figure 13: Jet energy resolution as a function of pRef
T in the barrel (left) and in the endcap

(right) regions. The lines, added to guide the eye, correspond to fitted functions with ad hoc
parametrizations.
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Figure 14: Absolute difference in jet energy response between quark and gluon jets as a function
of pRef

T for Calo jets (left) and PF jets (right).

5.3 Electrons 35

The performance improvement brought by PF reconstruction is quantified with a sample of tt1069

events by comparing ~pmiss
T,PF and ~pmiss

T,Calo to the reference ~pmiss
T,Ref, calculated with all stable parti-1070

cles from the event generator, excluding neutrinos. The pmiss
T resolution must be studied for1071

events in which the pmiss
T response has been calibrated to unity. The pmiss

T,Ref is therefore required1072

to be larger than 70 GeV, a value above which the jet-energy corrections are found to be suffi-1073

cient to adequately calibrate the PF and Calo pmiss
T response. Figure 15 shows the relative pmiss

T1074

resolution and the ~pmiss
T angular resolution, obtained with a Gaussian fit in each bin of ~pmiss

T,Ref.1075
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Figure 15: Relative pmiss
T resolution and resolution on the ~pmiss

T direction as a function of pmiss
T,Ref

for a simulated tt sample.

5.3 Electrons1076

The electron seeding and the subsequent reconstruction steps are described in Sections 3.21077

and 4.3. In the reconstruction, electron candidates are only required to satisfy loose identifica-1078

tion criteria so as to ensure high identification efficiency for genuine electrons, with the poten-1079

tial drawback of a large misidentification probability for charged hadrons interacting mostly in1080

the ECAL. In this section, as is typically done in physics analyses, the electron identification is1081

tightened with a threshold on the classifier score of a BDT trained for electrons selected without1082

any trigger requirement [33].1083

The gain brought by the use of the tracker-based seeding in addition to the ECAL-based seed-1084

ing is quantified in Fig. 16, for electrons in jets and for isolated electrons produced in the decay1085

of heavy resonances. The left plot shows the reconstruction and identification efficiency for1086

electrons in jets as a function of the hadron misidentification probability. Electrons and hadrons1087

are selected from the same simulated sample of multijet events, with pT > 2 GeV and |h| < 2.4.1088

Electrons are additionally required to come from the decay of b hadrons. The electron efficiency1089

is significantly improved, paving the way for b quark jet identification algorithms based on the1090

presence of electrons in jets.1091

The absolute gain in efficiency for isolated electrons is quantified in the right plot for electrons1092

from Z boson decays in a simulated Drell–Yan sample, and for two different working points.1093

The first working point, used in the search for H ! ZZ ! 4 e [48, 49], provides very high elec-1094

tron efficiency in order to maximize the selection efficiency for events with four electrons. At1095

this working point, the addition of the tracker-based seeding adds almost 20% to the identifi-1096

improved jet pT resolution improved missing pT resolution

Particle flow impact

Improved Jet pT resolution Improved pT-miss resolution
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Pileup Per Particle Identification
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4. The CHS and PUPPI algorithms 7
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Figure 2: Data-to-simulation comparison for three different variables of the PUPPI algorithm.
The markers show a subset of the data taken in 2016 while the solid lines are QCD multijet
simulation. The lower panel of each plot shows the ratio of data to simulation. Only statistical
errors are displayed. Each distribution is normalized to one. The upper plot shows the a distri-
bution for charged particles associated to the LV (red triangles), charged particles associated to
PU vertices (blue circles) and neutral particles (black crosses) in the central region of the detec-
tor (0 < |h| < 2.5). The lower left plot shows the signed c2 = (a � āPU)|a � āPU|/RMS2

PU for
charged particles associated to PU vertices. The lower right plot shows the PUPPI weight dis-
tribution for neutral particles. This distribution is normalized to unity only taking into account
particles with weight greater than 0.01, i.e., those that are not rejected by the PUPPI algorithm.
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Figure 1: The distribution of ↵i, over many events, for particles i from the leading vertex

(gray filled) and particles from pileup (blue) in a dijet sample. For ↵F
i (left) we sum over all

particles as defined in Eqs. (2.1) or (2.4), for ↵C
i (right) we sum over charged particles from

the leading vertex as defined in Eq. (2.3). Both distributions consider only particles with a

pT > 1 GeV. Dotted and solid lines refer to neutral and charged particles respectively.

charged particles from the leading vertex as a proxy for all particles from the leading vertex.

To be explicit, in the central region the sum in Eq. (2.1) can be decomposed as

X

j

=
X

j2Ch,PU

+
X

j2Ch,LV

+
X

j2Neutral

, (2.2)

where Ch,PU refers to charged pileup, Ch,LV refers to charged particles from the leading

vertex, and Neutral refers to all neutral particles both from pileup and the leading vertex.

This leads to defining two versions of ↵ for when tracking information is and is not available.

↵C
i = log

X

j2Ch,LV

⇠ij ⇥(Rmin  �Rij  R0), (2.3)

↵F
i = log

X

j2event
⇠ij ⇥(Rmin  �Rij  R0). (2.4)

Notice that ↵F
i ⌘ ↵i in Eq. (2.1). Here it is renamed to stress the fact that we use this version

of ↵i in the forward region of the detector, as opposed to ↵C
i which is used in the central

region. E↵ectively, when tracking information is not available, we assume all particles in the

sum are from the leading vertex. While there are noise contributions from pileup, these are

suppressed relative to contributions from leading vertex particles by the pTj in the numerator.

Thus the algorithm can still assign weights in regions where there is no tracking.

Fig. 1 (right) shows the distributions of ↵C . When there are no particles from the leading

vertex around particle i to sum over, formally ↵i ! �1. In these cases the particle is assumed

– 5 –

Pileup

Leading 
Vertex

• Idea: get probability that a neutral PF candidate is pileup 
based on local activity from the leading vertex

↵ ⇠
X

i2cone

pT,i

�Ri

1407.6013

https://arxiv.org/abs/1407.6013
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• Idea: get probability that a neutral PF candidate is pileup 
based on local activity from the leading vertex
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1. Introduction and overview 13

Figure 1.3: Functional diagram of the CMS L1 Phase-2 upgraded trigger design. The Phase-2
L1 trigger receives inputs from the Calorimeters, the muon spectrometers and the track finder.
The Calorimeter Trigger inputs include inputs from the barrel calorimeter (BC), the calorimeter
endcap (CE) and the hadronic forward calorimeter (HF). It is composed of a Barrel Calorime-
ter Trigger (BCT) and a Global Calorimeter Trigger (GCT). The Muon Trigger receives input
from various stations including drift tubes (DT), resistive plate chambers (RPC), cathode strip
chambers (CSC) gas electron multipliers (GEM). It is composed of a barrel layer-1 processor
and muon track finders processing data from 3 separate pseudorapidity regions and referred
to as BMTF, OMTF and EMTF for barrel, overlap and endcap respectively. The muon track
finders transmit their muon candidates to the Global Muon Trigger (GMT) where combination
with tracking information is possible. The track finder (TF) provides tracks to various part of
the design including the Global Track Trigger (GTT). The Correlator Trigger (CT) in the center
(yellow area) is composed of 2 layers dedicated to particle flow reconstruction. All objects are
sent to the Global Trigger (GT) issuing the final L1 trigger decision. External triggers feeding
into the GT are represented (see text). The components under developments within the Phase-2
L1 trigger project are regrouped in the same area (blue area).

ger (ECT) are used to process high-granularity information from the calorimeters to produce365

high-resolution clusters and identification variables to be used for later processing. Outputs366

from the BCT, ECT and the hadronic forward calorimeter (HF) are sent to a Global Calorimeter367

Trigger (GCT) where calorimeter-only objects such as electrons, hadronic taus, jets and energy368

sums are built.369

Track Trigger path: Tracks from the outer tracker are reconstructed in the Track Finder (TF)370

processors as part of the detector back end. The reconstructed track parameters and quality are371

provided to the trigger system to achieve precise matching with calorimeter and muon objects.372

This key feature maximizes the trigger efficiency while maintaining the rate within budget. A373

Global Track Trigger (GTT) is proposed to reconstruct the primary vertex of the event along374
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1. Introduction and overview 13

Figure 1.3: Functional diagram of the CMS L1 Phase-2 upgraded trigger design. The Phase-2
L1 trigger receives inputs from the Calorimeters, the muon spectrometers and the track finder.
The Calorimeter Trigger inputs include inputs from the barrel calorimeter (BC), the calorimeter
endcap (CE) and the hadronic forward calorimeter (HF). It is composed of a Barrel Calorime-
ter Trigger (BCT) and a Global Calorimeter Trigger (GCT). The Muon Trigger receives input
from various stations including drift tubes (DT), resistive plate chambers (RPC), cathode strip
chambers (CSC) gas electron multipliers (GEM). It is composed of a barrel layer-1 processor
and muon track finders processing data from 3 separate pseudorapidity regions and referred
to as BMTF, OMTF and EMTF for barrel, overlap and endcap respectively. The muon track
finders transmit their muon candidates to the Global Muon Trigger (GMT) where combination
with tracking information is possible. The track finder (TF) provides tracks to various part of
the design including the Global Track Trigger (GTT). The Correlator Trigger (CT) in the center
(yellow area) is composed of 2 layers dedicated to particle flow reconstruction. All objects are
sent to the Global Trigger (GT) issuing the final L1 trigger decision. External triggers feeding
into the GT are represented (see text). The components under developments within the Phase-2
L1 trigger project are regrouped in the same area (blue area).

ger (ECT) are used to process high-granularity information from the calorimeters to produce365

high-resolution clusters and identification variables to be used for later processing. Outputs366

from the BCT, ECT and the hadronic forward calorimeter (HF) are sent to a Global Calorimeter367

Trigger (GCT) where calorimeter-only objects such as electrons, hadronic taus, jets and energy368

sums are built.369

Track Trigger path: Tracks from the outer tracker are reconstructed in the Track Finder (TF)370

processors as part of the detector back end. The reconstructed track parameters and quality are371

provided to the trigger system to achieve precise matching with calorimeter and muon objects.372

This key feature maximizes the trigger efficiency while maintaining the rate within budget. A373

Global Track Trigger (GTT) is proposed to reconstruct the primary vertex of the event along374

vertices

2-3 GeV tracks
|η|<2.5

9 ɸ sectors
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1. Introduction and overview 13

Figure 1.3: Functional diagram of the CMS L1 Phase-2 upgraded trigger design. The Phase-2
L1 trigger receives inputs from the Calorimeters, the muon spectrometers and the track finder.
The Calorimeter Trigger inputs include inputs from the barrel calorimeter (BC), the calorimeter
endcap (CE) and the hadronic forward calorimeter (HF). It is composed of a Barrel Calorime-
ter Trigger (BCT) and a Global Calorimeter Trigger (GCT). The Muon Trigger receives input
from various stations including drift tubes (DT), resistive plate chambers (RPC), cathode strip
chambers (CSC) gas electron multipliers (GEM). It is composed of a barrel layer-1 processor
and muon track finders processing data from 3 separate pseudorapidity regions and referred
to as BMTF, OMTF and EMTF for barrel, overlap and endcap respectively. The muon track
finders transmit their muon candidates to the Global Muon Trigger (GMT) where combination
with tracking information is possible. The track finder (TF) provides tracks to various part of
the design including the Global Track Trigger (GTT). The Correlator Trigger (CT) in the center
(yellow area) is composed of 2 layers dedicated to particle flow reconstruction. All objects are
sent to the Global Trigger (GT) issuing the final L1 trigger decision. External triggers feeding
into the GT are represented (see text). The components under developments within the Phase-2
L1 trigger project are regrouped in the same area (blue area).

ger (ECT) are used to process high-granularity information from the calorimeters to produce365

high-resolution clusters and identification variables to be used for later processing. Outputs366

from the BCT, ECT and the hadronic forward calorimeter (HF) are sent to a Global Calorimeter367

Trigger (GCT) where calorimeter-only objects such as electrons, hadronic taus, jets and energy368

sums are built.369

Track Trigger path: Tracks from the outer tracker are reconstructed in the Track Finder (TF)370

processors as part of the detector back end. The reconstructed track parameters and quality are371

provided to the trigger system to achieve precise matching with calorimeter and muon objects.372

This key feature maximizes the trigger efficiency while maintaining the rate within budget. A373

Global Track Trigger (GTT) is proposed to reconstruct the primary vertex of the event along374

Layer 2: Algorithms using PF+PUPPI inputs

Layer 1: Run the PF+PUPPI algorithm itself
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• Take advantage of the inherent locality of PF+PUPPI
• Distribute computation across many processing units

• Processing is divided into three main steps:
• Regionalization (VHDL)
• PF+PUPPI calculation (High Level Synthesis C++)
• Algorithms using PF+PUPPI inputs (HLS C++)

• HLS: no expertise required!
• Fast prototyping, debugging, comparison of alg variants

Strategy for L1 Implementation

Layer 1

Layer 2
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Inputs versus η, PF+PUPPI regions

21

Input definitions

�25TMUX 18→6
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Regionizer validation

22

VHDL algorithm validated with 
simulated data inputs
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• Regionalization → small # of objects to link (truncation)
• Cluster input pre-processing: exploit shapes
• PUPPI 'linearized'; smaller cone size

128

Figure 3.71: The photon identification efficiency (left) and the ROC curve for both BDTs (right)
trained to perform identification on clusters in HGCal.

3.5.1.3 HF clusters3370

Input HF clusters are calibrated using charged and neutral pions as a function of pT and h. The3371

calibration and resulting resolution is illustrated with charged pions in Figure 3.72. Figure. 3.733372

shows the maximum number of HF clusters located in a single (0.5 + 0.25)h ⇥ (0.7 + 0.25)f3373

subregion of HF per event in tt events with 200 pileup. In order to prevent truncation of the3374

clusters in at least 95% of these events, the PF algorithm requires a minimum input capacity of3375

16 HF clusters.3376

Figure 3.72: Raw (red) and corrected (blue) response for p± in zero pileup as a function of
pT for 3.5 < |h| < 4.5 (left) and pT > 10 GeV (middle) and the corresponding resolution as
a function of pT for 3.5 < |h| < 4.5 (right). The reduction in raw response and increase in
resolution at high pT is caused by tower saturation, which occurs at energies greater than 1024
GeV.

Unlike in the barrel and endcap, the HF clusters are not classified using a machine learning3377

algorithm. Instead, their pT is used as the main handle in rejecting pileup and reducing rates.3378

3.5.2 Tracking and muon inputs3379

Editor: Kostas T, Keith U3380

The PF correlator receives in its input “standalone” muons (i.e, tracks reconstructed by the3381

CMS muon chambers alone) as well as L1 tracks (i.e., tracks reconstructed by the CMS silicon3382

tracker). A PF muon is then formed by associating the two. This is done by matching them3383

geometrically, in h and f, as well as in pT. Once the matching is achieved, the L1 track is3384

promoted to a PF muon and is not reused during the linking of calorimeter clusters with L13385

Work in Progress• Classify cluster:
• Hadronic or EM-like?

• Remove pileup deposits
• Less work for PUPPI!

HW Particle Flow + PUPPI
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• Many ΔR calculations for track-calo linking drives DSP
• Scales as (#tracks)*(#calo clusters)

• PUPPI weights drive BRAM usage
• To compute pT/ΔR quickly requires division tables
• DSPs also used to map (pT, ΔR) → PUPPI weights

Resource drivers

Resource LUT FF BRAM DSP
Usage 528k 785k 871 1020

% VU9P 45% 33% 40% 15%

PF+PUPPI resources for 22 tracks, 15+13 calo clusters
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Regionalization schemes

25

37

Particle FlowCaption needs some more info

3. Trigger Algorithms 141

Figure 3.84: The fraction of various resources needed per VU9P FPGA to process events in the
barrel with particle flow and PUPPI at 40 MHz. Different colors represent different scenarios
for dividing the barrel into small regions. Different subcolumns represent different initiation
intervals (II) in clock cycles used for particle flow and PUPPI. Solid points represent scenarios
where the optimal number of particle flow and PUPPI implementations per VU9P is a whole
number; empty points represent scenarios where the optimal number of implementations is
fractional, therefore implying the need to utlize more resources than is necessary.

Resources vs. various initiation intervals and region sizes
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The APx Consortium
Hardware Prototype
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PF+
PUPPI

Regional sortingLink infra
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which introduced embedded Linux and high bandwidth memory lookup technology to FPGA6704

processing boards, the consortium is developing multiple ATCA board and mezzanine types6705

utilizing a modular design approch, with an emphasis on reusable circuit, firmware and soft-6706

ware elements. The first generation of these boards has passed successful testing as described6707

below. The main processing boards (APx) presently deploy Xilinx Ultrascale+ FPGAs for data6708

processing. The design of the APx is flexibly set up to provide for either one or two large pro-6709

cessing Ultrascale+ FPGAs and to evolve with future FPGA device developments. The APx6710

model uses an integrated CPU/FPGA System-on-Chip device such as the Xilinx ZYNQ for the6711

primary embedded Linux control point. This control uses integrated FPGA logic to allow the6712

Linux system to effectively manage the FPGAs, clock synthesizers, optical modules and other6713

components present in the platform. For thermal management of large FPGAs, the APx ap-6714

proach favors direct soldering of the FPGA on the main ATCA card so as to make maximum6715

use of the standard ATCA slot width of 6HP (1.2 inch) for cooling. Direct soldering provides6716

better electrical connections and optimal heat conduction.6717

6.3.1.2 Hardware Description6718

Figure 6.3: Prototype APd1 Board with 76 Optical Links capable of 28Gbps operation.

APd1 ATCA Card The APd1 (APx Demonstrator 1) is a trigger demonstrator board in the6719

ATCA form factor, based on a single Xilinx XCVU9P FPGA in the C2104 package. The main6720

board hosts 5 subsidiary boards, which are described in this section, including: ELM (Em-6721

bedded Linux Mezzanine), Large Look-up Memory Table Mezzanine (LLUT), an RTM (ATCA6722

Rear Transition Module), IPMC (Intelligent Platform Manager Control ATCA control point),6723

and ESM (Ethernet Switch Mezzanine). After successful testing, these 5 subsidiary boards6724

along with their designs, firmware and software have been presented to and made available to6725

CMS and ATLAS groups. The APd1 has a total of 76 optical links at up to 28Gb/s (depending6726

on Xilinx FPGA speed grade) are supported at 19 Samtec Firefly optical transceiver positions6727

on the main board, and 24 MGT (Multi Gigabit Transceiver) channels are routed to the RTM6728

ATCA carrier card development 
lead by APx consortium

Placed preliminary 
algorithm on VU9P
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Layer 2 algorithms — Jets and MET
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Figure 3.119: At left, the rate and efficiency are shown as a function of the requirement on Emiss
T

constructed from PF candidates with the PUPPI algorithm applied. The efficiency is shown for
two signals: tt and VBF production of an invisibly-decaying Higgs boson. At right, the signal
efficiency is shown for tt events selected by Emiss

T triggers utilizing different sets of inputs at a
fixed selection rate of 20 kHz. Calculations are shown based on quality tracks originating from
the primary vertex, calorimeter deposits, all PF candidates, and PF candidates with the PUPPI
algorithm applied.

level synthesis (HLS) tools. The number of expected PF candidates after PUPPI to be included4467

in the Emiss
T calculation is expected to be less than 90 in 95% of events based on simulation4468

of tt events with an average of 200 simultaneous collisions per proton-proton bunch crossing.4469

The predetermined pT and f for each candidate is transformed to x- and y-components using4470

lookup tables and accumulated to determine the total Emiss
T in each direction. Components4471

are squared and added to determine the magnitude, while the f coordinate is obtained based4472

on the ratio of components, using lookup tables to perform the division and trigonometric4473

functions. Calculational precision is maintained so that differences with respect to the floating-4474

point calculation are at the sub-% level. The algorithm is implemented with a 240 mHz clock4475

frequency and accepts new inputs at 25 ns intervals. The resource utilization estimated from4476

HLS tools is presented in Table 3.9 for a range of input particle multiplicities.4477

Input PF+PUPPI multiplicity
50 100 150

BRAM 33 (2%) 49 (3%) 65 (4%)
DSP 21 (<1%) 37 (1%) 53 (2%)
FF 3 400 (<1%) 7 900 (<1%) 15 000 (1%)

LUT 6 300 (1%) 12 000 (3%) 18 000 (4%)
Latency 33 ns 75 ns 96 ns

Table 3.9: Summary of the latency and resources required for the PF+PUPPI MET algorithm
for a range of input particle multiplicities. Results use a 240 mHz clock and accept a new set
of inputs every 25 ns. Resource utilization estimates are presented in absolute units and as a
percentage of one VU9P SLR.

174

must satisfy both Df(j1, j2) < 2 and Dh(j1, j2) > 4. This selection and associated motivation4447

is discussed further in Section 3.7 on Global Trigger strategies for the invisible Higgs scenario.4448

Further, it is required that signal events have one of the two leading jets well-contained within4449

the HF (|h| > 3.4) for the purpose of this study.4450

Figure 3.118(b) shows the impact of the varied HF threshold on the Emiss
T trigger build from4451

PF+PUPPI inputs. The efficiency for VBF Higgs to invisible events and trigger rate are scanned4452

as a function of the requirement on PF+PUPPI Emiss
T . Both mjj and Emiss

T triggers are found to be4453

insensitive to changes in the HF threshold up to 15 GeV, beyond which a noticeable degradation4454

in performance is seen.4455
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Figure 3.118: At left, the signal efficiency for VBF Higgs to invisible events is shown for trigger
selections with a fixed rate of 20kHz. The trigger requires two high-pT, azimuthally aligned
jets with large rapidity gap and dijet mass. The efficiency is evaluated on signal events passing
a VBF selection and with a jet well-contained in the HF. Performance is compared for various
PF candidate thresholds in the HF. The addition of a 15 GeV threshold shows negligible impact
on the performance for the VBF signal, while a 50 GeV requirement dramatically reduces effi-
ciency. At right, the rates and efficiencies for all VBF Higgs to invisible events are compared for
MET triggers constructed from PUPPI inputs. Performance is compared for various candidate
thresholds in the forward calorimeter (HF). In each case, the addition of a 15 GeV threshold
shows negligible impact on the performance for the VBF signal, while a 50 GeV requirement
dramatically reduces efficiency.

The performance of the PUPPI Emiss
T calculation at L1 is compared for both benchmark signals4456

considered in Figure 3.119(a), and shows comparable performance in each scenario. A compar-4457

ison is shown in Figure 3.119(b) between Emiss
T calculations given by track inputs only, calorime-4458

ter inputs only, all particle flow candidates, and particle flow candidates with the PUPPI algo-4459

rithm applied. For a constant trigger rate, the PUPPI Emiss
T calculation reaches full efficiency4460

for the lowest value of Emiss
T . The track-based calculation uses only quality tracks originating4461

from the primary vertex as described in Section 3.6.3.1, but demonstrates a gradual rise in ef-4462

ficiency due to the large variation in the neutral particle composition of jets. Emiss
T built from4463

only calorimeter inputs and from all PF candidates have no inherent pileup suppression and4464

thus require much tighter selections on the summed energy than the PUPPI calculation.4465

The Emiss
T algorithm targeting PF+PUPPI inputs has been implemented in firmware using high-4466

Work in ProgressWork in Progress

• Use PF+PUPPI candidates to build jets, energy sums
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Layer 2 algorithms — Tau ID NN
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Figure 3.113: Performance efficiency compared to rate for a di-th trigger selection requiring
|h| < 2.5. Single-th efficiency is defined as the selection of at least one th decay from the Higgs
boson where the lowest t
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Figure 3.114: Rate (left) and performance efficiency compared to rate (right) for a di-th selection
on the gluon fusion H! thth using the loose identification criteria for the NN and tight criteria
for the PF and PUPPI th and selecting th to have |h| < 2.5. Di-th efficiency is defined as a di-th
decaying Higgs boson where the lowest t

gen
h pT

gen > 20 GeV and both are found with with
|hgen| < 2.5.

the inputs on a regional basis. Further details about the regionizing and implementation of4299

correlator layer 2 are discussed in the particle flow section.4300

Lastly, the FPGA based implementation of the NN th algorithm follows the HLS4ML paradigm.4301

In this scenario, a latency optimized implementation of the algorithm is performed. To ensure4302

low ultimate low latency with a small initiation interval the algorithm avoids using slow com-4303

ponents of the FPGA, in particular block RAM. Additionally, in this approach, the full network4304

is unrolled onto the FPGA fabric allowing for the potential an initiation interval on the neu-4305

ral network of 1 clock. With the given inputs in correlator layer 2, the algorithm is clocked at4306

240 MHz and run at a time multiplex factor of 6. This means that the firmware implementation4307

must at worst run with an initiation interval of 36 clocks. In that manner. We reuse the DSPs4308

on the FPGA 2 times allowing for a maximum of 18 potential NN th candidates. The current4309

algorithm just computes the top six seeds, but going up to 18 is possible without any additional4310

resources.4311

• Identify hadronic tau decays using PF+PUPPI candidates

LUT FF DSP Latency
90k 150k 1400 210ns
7% 6% 20%

Work in Progress
• Inputs: 10 nearby PF 

candidates (pT,η,ɸ,id)
• Dense w/ 3 hidden layers 

(25,25,10) → 1 MVA ID
• This implementation:

• Up to 18 PF+PUPPI 
candidates / event

A proof-of-principle prototype
Developed using hls4ml
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Layer 2 algorithms — Tau ID NN
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Figure 3.114: Rate (left) and performance efficiency compared to rate (right) for a di-th selection
on the gluon fusion H! thth using the loose identification criteria for the NN and tight criteria
for the PF and PUPPI th and selecting th to have |h| < 2.5. Di-th efficiency is defined as a di-th
decaying Higgs boson where the lowest t

gen
h pT

gen > 20 GeV and both are found with with
|hgen| < 2.5.

the inputs on a regional basis. Further details about the regionizing and implementation of4299

correlator layer 2 are discussed in the particle flow section.4300

Lastly, the FPGA based implementation of the NN th algorithm follows the HLS4ML paradigm.4301

In this scenario, a latency optimized implementation of the algorithm is performed. To ensure4302

low ultimate low latency with a small initiation interval the algorithm avoids using slow com-4303

ponents of the FPGA, in particular block RAM. Additionally, in this approach, the full network4304

is unrolled onto the FPGA fabric allowing for the potential an initiation interval on the neu-4305

ral network of 1 clock. With the given inputs in correlator layer 2, the algorithm is clocked at4306

240 MHz and run at a time multiplex factor of 6. This means that the firmware implementation4307

must at worst run with an initiation interval of 36 clocks. In that manner. We reuse the DSPs4308

on the FPGA 2 times allowing for a maximum of 18 potential NN th candidates. The current4309

algorithm just computes the top six seeds, but going up to 18 is possible without any additional4310

resources.4311

• Identify hadronic tau decays using PF+PUPPI candidates
Work in Progress

A proof-of-principle prototype
Developed using hls4ml

LUT FF DSP Latency
90k 150k 1400 210ns
7% 6% 20%

• Inputs: 10 nearby PF 
candidates (pT,η,ɸ,id)

• Dense w/ 3 hidden layers 
(25,25,10) → 1 MVA ID

• This implementation:
• Up to 18 PF+PUPPI 

candidates / event

See hls4ml talk / Sergo
+ L1 Muon / Jia Fu 
+ ML trigger / Zhenbin
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Conclusion

30

• The Level-1 Particle Flow Trigger is an ambitious addition 
to the Phase-II upgrade

• Correlation of all major sub-detectors allows 
unprecedented event reconstruction at 40mhz

• Capability promises to significantly enhance CMS 
sensitivity to interesting weak-scale physics



Backup
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• Idea: combine measurements across all sub-detectors to 
achieve best possible resolution per object
• Algorithm returns a list of single-particle candidates

Tracks

Muon 
segments

HCal

Muons

Electrons

(Isolated) photons

Charged hadrons

Neutral hadrons

ECal

The full story is a bit more complicated…

Kinked tracks, 
brem recovery

Cluster 
splitting

Secondary 
vertices

+

Fake 
tracks

"Indirect 
linking"

+

Particle Flow Reconstruction
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Pileup Per Particle Identification

33

• Idea: assign a probability that a neutral PF candidate is 
pileup based on local activity from the leading vertex
• Discriminant favor nearby, high-pT particles (in cone)

• QCD is collinear, while pileup is diffuse

4. The CHS and PUPPI algorithms 5

variable is used to calculate a weight, which encodes the probability that an individual particle
originates from a PU collision. As discussed in Ref. [7], various definitions of a are possible.
Within the CMS Collaboration, the a variable for a given particle i is defined as

ai = log Â
j 6=i,DRij<R0

 
pTj

DRij

!2(
for |hi| < 2.5, j are charged particles from LV,
for |hi| > 2.5, j are all kinds of reconstructed particles,

(1)

where i refers to the particle in question, j are other particles, pTj is the transverse momentum
of the particle j in GeV, and DRij is the distance between the particles i and j on the h-f plane.
The summation runs over the particles j in the cone of particle i with radius of R0 = 0.4. A
value of ai = 0 is assigned when there are no particles in the cone. The choice of the cone
size parameter R0 has a weak impact on the performance in the range 0.2–0.6. The value of
0.4 was chosen as a compromise between performance for use in isolation (preferring larger
cones) and jet performance (preferring smaller cones). In the central region of the detector
up to |h| < 2.5 where the tracking information is available, only charged particles are taken
into account as particle j, while all particles are utilized in the forward region, |h| > 2.5. The
variable a contrasts the collinear structure of QCD in parton showers with the soft diffuse
radiation coming from PU interactions. A particle from a shower is expected to be closer to
other particles from the same shower, while PU particles are distributed more homogeneously.
The a variable is designed such that a particle in question gets a large value of a if it is close to
either particles from the LV or, in the forward region, close to highly energetic particles.

To translate ai of each particle into a probability, charged particles assigned to PU vertices are
used to generate the expected PU distribution in an event. From this expected distribution
a median and root-mean-square (RMS) of the a values are computed. The ai of each neutral
particle is compared to the computed median and RMS of the a distribution of the charged PU
particles using a signed c2 approximation:

signed c2
i
=

(ai � āPU)|ai � āPU|
RMS2

PU
, (2)

where āPU is the median value of the ai distribution for charged PU particles in the event and
RMSPU is the corresponding RMS. If signed c2

i
is large, the particle is most likely originating

from the LV. Note that the sign of the numerator is sensitive to the direction of the deviation of
ai from āPU. For the forward region where tracking is not available, the values āPU and RMSPU
can not be calculated directly. Therefore, āPU and RMSPU are taken from the central region
(|h| < 2.5) and extrapolated to the forward region by multiplying with transfer factors (TF āPU,
TF aRMS) derived from MC simulation. Lastly, to compute the pT weight of the particles, the
c2

i
is assumed to be distributed according to a signed c2 distribution. The pT weight is given

by wi = Fc2,NDF=1(signed c2
i
) where Fc2,NDF=1 is the cumulative distribution function of the c2

distribution with one degree of freedom. Particles with weights wi smaller than 0.01, i.e., those
with a probability of more than 99% to originate from PU are rejected; this last rejection removes
high-energy noise deposits. In addition, neutral particles that fulfil the following condition:
wi · pTi > (A + B · nvertices)GeV, where nvertices is the number of vertices in the event, get a
weight of 0. This selection reduces the residual dependence of jet energies on the number of
pileup interactions. The parameters A and B are tunable parameters.
For 2016 data analysis, PUPPI has been tuned using QCD multijet simulation with an average
PU of 23 and a significant amount of PU events beyond 30 (orange curve in Fig. 1).

To perform the tuning of the weighted pT cut, PUPPI jets in the pseudorapidity regions |h| <
2.5 and 2.5 < |h| < 3 are adjusted to have near-unity jet response as a function PU. In the region

�R2
ij = �⌘2ij +��2

ij

4. The CHS and PUPPI algorithms 7
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Figure 2: Data-to-simulation comparison for three different variables of the PUPPI algorithm.
The markers show a subset of the data taken in 2016 while the solid lines are QCD multijet
simulation. The lower panel of each plot shows the ratio of data to simulation. Only statistical
errors are displayed. Each distribution is normalized to one. The upper plot shows the a distri-
bution for charged particles associated to the LV (red triangles), charged particles associated to
PU vertices (blue circles) and neutral particles (black crosses) in the central region of the detec-
tor (0 < |h| < 2.5). The lower left plot shows the signed c2 = (a � āPU)|a � āPU|/RMS2

PU for
charged particles associated to PU vertices. The lower right plot shows the PUPPI weight dis-
tribution for neutral particles. This distribution is normalized to unity only taking into account
particles with weight greater than 0.01, i.e., those that are not rejected by the PUPPI algorithm.
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Figure 1: The distribution of ↵i, over many events, for particles i from the leading vertex

(gray filled) and particles from pileup (blue) in a dijet sample. For ↵F
i (left) we sum over all

particles as defined in Eqs. (2.1) or (2.4), for ↵C
i (right) we sum over charged particles from

the leading vertex as defined in Eq. (2.3). Both distributions consider only particles with a

pT > 1 GeV. Dotted and solid lines refer to neutral and charged particles respectively.

charged particles from the leading vertex as a proxy for all particles from the leading vertex.

To be explicit, in the central region the sum in Eq. (2.1) can be decomposed as

X

j

=
X

j2Ch,PU

+
X

j2Ch,LV

+
X

j2Neutral

, (2.2)

where Ch,PU refers to charged pileup, Ch,LV refers to charged particles from the leading

vertex, and Neutral refers to all neutral particles both from pileup and the leading vertex.

This leads to defining two versions of ↵ for when tracking information is and is not available.

↵C
i = log

X

j2Ch,LV

⇠ij ⇥(Rmin  �Rij  R0), (2.3)

↵F
i = log

X

j2event
⇠ij ⇥(Rmin  �Rij  R0). (2.4)

Notice that ↵F
i ⌘ ↵i in Eq. (2.1). Here it is renamed to stress the fact that we use this version

of ↵i in the forward region of the detector, as opposed to ↵C
i which is used in the central

region. E↵ectively, when tracking information is not available, we assume all particles in the

sum are from the leading vertex. While there are noise contributions from pileup, these are

suppressed relative to contributions from leading vertex particles by the pTj in the numerator.

Thus the algorithm can still assign weights in regions where there is no tracking.

Fig. 1 (right) shows the distributions of ↵C . When there are no particles from the leading

vertex around particle i to sum over, formally ↵i ! �1. In these cases the particle is assumed

– 5 –

sum over nearby 
charged particles

Pileup

Leading 
Vertex
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• Idea: assign a probability that a neutral PF candidate is 
pileup based on local activity from the leading vertex
• Discriminant favor nearby, high-pT particles (in cone)

• QCD is collinear, while pileup is diffuse

4. The CHS and PUPPI algorithms 7
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Figure 2: Data-to-simulation comparison for three different variables of the PUPPI algorithm.
The markers show a subset of the data taken in 2016 while the solid lines are QCD multijet
simulation. The lower panel of each plot shows the ratio of data to simulation. Only statistical
errors are displayed. Each distribution is normalized to one. The upper plot shows the a distri-
bution for charged particles associated to the LV (red triangles), charged particles associated to
PU vertices (blue circles) and neutral particles (black crosses) in the central region of the detec-
tor (0 < |h| < 2.5). The lower left plot shows the signed c2 = (a � āPU)|a � āPU|/RMS2

PU for
charged particles associated to PU vertices. The lower right plot shows the PUPPI weight dis-
tribution for neutral particles. This distribution is normalized to unity only taking into account
particles with weight greater than 0.01, i.e., those that are not rejected by the PUPPI algorithm.

Compare α w/ expected distribution, 
given the level of pileup (chi2 test)

obtain weights!

Re-scale 4-vectors:
50 GeV particle w/ 0.4 PUPPI weight 

considered as a 20 GeV particle
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1. Introduction and overview 13

Figure 1.3: Functional diagram of the CMS L1 Phase-2 upgraded trigger design. The Phase-2
L1 trigger receives inputs from the Calorimeters, the muon spectrometers and the track finder.
The Calorimeter Trigger inputs include inputs from the barrel calorimeter (BC), the calorimeter
endcap (CE) and the hadronic forward calorimeter (HF). It is composed of a Barrel Calorime-
ter Trigger (BCT) and a Global Calorimeter Trigger (GCT). The Muon Trigger receives input
from various stations including drift tubes (DT), resistive plate chambers (RPC), cathode strip
chambers (CSC) gas electron multipliers (GEM). It is composed of a barrel layer-1 processor
and muon track finders processing data from 3 separate pseudorapidity regions and referred
to as BMTF, OMTF and EMTF for barrel, overlap and endcap respectively. The muon track
finders transmit their muon candidates to the Global Muon Trigger (GMT) where combination
with tracking information is possible. The track finder (TF) provides tracks to various part of
the design including the Global Track Trigger (GTT). The Correlator Trigger (CT) in the center
(yellow area) is composed of 2 layers dedicated to particle flow reconstruction. All objects are
sent to the Global Trigger (GT) issuing the final L1 trigger decision. External triggers feeding
into the GT are represented (see text). The components under developments within the Phase-2
L1 trigger project are regrouped in the same area (blue area).

ger (ECT) are used to process high-granularity information from the calorimeters to produce365

high-resolution clusters and identification variables to be used for later processing. Outputs366

from the BCT, ECT and the hadronic forward calorimeter (HF) are sent to a Global Calorimeter367

Trigger (GCT) where calorimeter-only objects such as electrons, hadronic taus, jets and energy368

sums are built.369

Track Trigger path: Tracks from the outer tracker are reconstructed in the Track Finder (TF)370

processors as part of the detector back end. The reconstructed track parameters and quality are371

provided to the trigger system to achieve precise matching with calorimeter and muon objects.372

This key feature maximizes the trigger efficiency while maintaining the rate within budget. A373

Global Track Trigger (GTT) is proposed to reconstruct the primary vertex of the event along374

Calorimeter clusters 
in 3 regions:

High-granularity 
endcap calorimeter

(see Z. Gecse's talk)
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1. Introduction and overview 13

Figure 1.3: Functional diagram of the CMS L1 Phase-2 upgraded trigger design. The Phase-2
L1 trigger receives inputs from the Calorimeters, the muon spectrometers and the track finder.
The Calorimeter Trigger inputs include inputs from the barrel calorimeter (BC), the calorimeter
endcap (CE) and the hadronic forward calorimeter (HF). It is composed of a Barrel Calorime-
ter Trigger (BCT) and a Global Calorimeter Trigger (GCT). The Muon Trigger receives input
from various stations including drift tubes (DT), resistive plate chambers (RPC), cathode strip
chambers (CSC) gas electron multipliers (GEM). It is composed of a barrel layer-1 processor
and muon track finders processing data from 3 separate pseudorapidity regions and referred
to as BMTF, OMTF and EMTF for barrel, overlap and endcap respectively. The muon track
finders transmit their muon candidates to the Global Muon Trigger (GMT) where combination
with tracking information is possible. The track finder (TF) provides tracks to various part of
the design including the Global Track Trigger (GTT). The Correlator Trigger (CT) in the center
(yellow area) is composed of 2 layers dedicated to particle flow reconstruction. All objects are
sent to the Global Trigger (GT) issuing the final L1 trigger decision. External triggers feeding
into the GT are represented (see text). The components under developments within the Phase-2
L1 trigger project are regrouped in the same area (blue area).

ger (ECT) are used to process high-granularity information from the calorimeters to produce365

high-resolution clusters and identification variables to be used for later processing. Outputs366

from the BCT, ECT and the hadronic forward calorimeter (HF) are sent to a Global Calorimeter367

Trigger (GCT) where calorimeter-only objects such as electrons, hadronic taus, jets and energy368

sums are built.369

Track Trigger path: Tracks from the outer tracker are reconstructed in the Track Finder (TF)370

processors as part of the detector back end. The reconstructed track parameters and quality are371

provided to the trigger system to achieve precise matching with calorimeter and muon objects.372

This key feature maximizes the trigger efficiency while maintaining the rate within budget. A373

Global Track Trigger (GTT) is proposed to reconstruct the primary vertex of the event along374

"Standalone" muons "Global"
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1. Introduction and overview 13

Figure 1.3: Functional diagram of the CMS L1 Phase-2 upgraded trigger design. The Phase-2
L1 trigger receives inputs from the Calorimeters, the muon spectrometers and the track finder.
The Calorimeter Trigger inputs include inputs from the barrel calorimeter (BC), the calorimeter
endcap (CE) and the hadronic forward calorimeter (HF). It is composed of a Barrel Calorime-
ter Trigger (BCT) and a Global Calorimeter Trigger (GCT). The Muon Trigger receives input
from various stations including drift tubes (DT), resistive plate chambers (RPC), cathode strip
chambers (CSC) gas electron multipliers (GEM). It is composed of a barrel layer-1 processor
and muon track finders processing data from 3 separate pseudorapidity regions and referred
to as BMTF, OMTF and EMTF for barrel, overlap and endcap respectively. The muon track
finders transmit their muon candidates to the Global Muon Trigger (GMT) where combination
with tracking information is possible. The track finder (TF) provides tracks to various part of
the design including the Global Track Trigger (GTT). The Correlator Trigger (CT) in the center
(yellow area) is composed of 2 layers dedicated to particle flow reconstruction. All objects are
sent to the Global Trigger (GT) issuing the final L1 trigger decision. External triggers feeding
into the GT are represented (see text). The components under developments within the Phase-2
L1 trigger project are regrouped in the same area (blue area).

ger (ECT) are used to process high-granularity information from the calorimeters to produce365

high-resolution clusters and identification variables to be used for later processing. Outputs366

from the BCT, ECT and the hadronic forward calorimeter (HF) are sent to a Global Calorimeter367

Trigger (GCT) where calorimeter-only objects such as electrons, hadronic taus, jets and energy368

sums are built.369

Track Trigger path: Tracks from the outer tracker are reconstructed in the Track Finder (TF)370

processors as part of the detector back end. The reconstructed track parameters and quality are371

provided to the trigger system to achieve precise matching with calorimeter and muon objects.372

This key feature maximizes the trigger efficiency while maintaining the rate within budget. A373

Global Track Trigger (GTT) is proposed to reconstruct the primary vertex of the event along374
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Architecture of the Phase-II L1 Trigger
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gional processing. Given the rather simple calorimeter-only object reconstruction algorithms6572

and the available processing power to perform them, the performance achieved is not directly6573

impacted by this choice. Global quantities are naturally derived in the GCT. The GCT design6574

remains completely changeable to a fully time-multiplexed approach where all the data from6575

barrel and endcap can be processed by the same board while offering a more adapted inter-6576

face to the track finder if required in the future. In the case of the GMT, the choice to align6577

the TMUX period with that of the track finder is motivated by the main processing task of this6578

system: correlate tracks and muon information. The firmware resources estimations indicate6579

that lighter hardware is required (See Section 5.3).6580

Figure 5.12: Diagram of the CMS L1 Phase-2 upgraded trigger design. The Calorimeter Trig-
ger is represented on the left and composed of a Barrel Calorimeter Trigger (BCT) and a Global
Calorimeter Trigger (GCT). The Track Finder in the center transmits tracking information to the
Correlator Trigger (CT), the Global Track Trigger (GTT) and the Global Muon Trigger (GMT).
The Muon Trigger architecture is represented on the right and composed of 3 muon track find-
ers: EMTF, OMTF and BMTF. The CT in the center is composed of 2 layers for particle flow
processing. The Global Trigger (GT) receives all trigger information for final decision. For
each of the architecture components, the information about the time slice (TMUX), the regional
segmentation (RS) in h or f, the functional segmentation (FS) and the number of FPGAs are
specified.

Figure 5.12 displays the baseline architecture chosen for the Phase-2 Level-1 trigger system.6581

This diagram represents all the components of the foreseen system and their interconnections.6582

The number of processing boards, f or h segmentation (x-axis) and TMUX period (y-axis) are6583

represented. The architecture modeled here propose to largely use generic processing boards to6584

equip each subsystems and only use specific processing boards to accomplish specialized tasks.6585

The trigger components directly interfacing with sub-detectors are subject to constraints on the6586

number of links and assignment of data fibers. At the time of writing, most of the sub-detector6587

back-end electronics designs have been finalized and the trigger primitive formats specified. In6588

some cases, the format was directly optimized to achieve the best algorithm performance or to6589

optimize the resources on the receiving end. For some sub-detector interfaces, a baseline format6590
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3. Trigger Algorithms 139
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Figure 3.82: Data organizer for PF

defined by |h| < 1.5, 1.5 < |h| < 2.5, and 2.5 < |h| < 3, respectively. The boards in each3628

group run the specific PF and PUPPI algorithms designed for the types of inputs arriving in3629

each region. These divisions correspond to a total number of small regions for each group of3630

27, 18, and 18, respectively. The region defined by |h| > 3 uses only HF clusters as input,3631

and therefore is processed in the Global Calorimeter Trigger boards where this information is3632

already available. It is divided into 36 small regions for each side of the detector.3633

The regionizer firmware has been validated against an independent implementation of the3634

algorithm in software considering a common set of inputs. A sample of simulated tt events3635

is considered for this purpose, overlaid with an average of 200 simultaneous p�p collisions3636

due to pileup. For each species of input object entering a central board regional boundaries3637

are verified to be consistently enforced. The classification of each object entering this large3638

region is further verified to be consistently sorted into one or more of the small regions. Perfect3639

agreement is observed for all events considered, including the multiplicity and identity of small3640

regions to which each object is assigned. Figure 3.83 demonstrates the number of each type3641

of input that enters each of the 18 small regions for processing by the PF + PUPPI block, as3642

determined by the firmware and software implementations of the regionizer.3643

In order to design a system capable of processing the full detector at 40 MHz, multiple possible3644

initiation intervals and region sizes were considered. For each possible combination, the num-3645

ber of PF and PUPPI implementations per VU9P chip necessary to process all small regions per3646

was determined, and the resources needed for these implementations was computed. For a3647

layer-1 design with 36 boards, the values from this scan are shown in Fig. 3.84. This calculation3648

represents a rough metric for the ease of successfully placing and routing the PF and PUPPI3649

firmware in the current design. Two configurations were identified as optimal: 54 regions in3650

the barrel running at an initiation interval of 2, and 27 regions in the barrel running at an initi-3651

ation interval of 4. Both of these configurations require a single PF and PUPPI implementation3652

per board, and produce the minimum usage of LUTs/registers and DSPs, respectively. A dia-3653

gram of the board layout for layer-1, assuming the latter configuration, is shown in Fig. 3.85.3654
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Figure 5.8: Definition of the particle flow Layer-1 regions. There are 6 slices in h aligned with
detector boundaries: Region 2,3 and 4 are central regions expecting tracking, calormeter barrel
information, Region 1 and 5 are overalp regions expecting tracking and endcap calorimeter
information and Region 6 only received calorimeter endcap information. All Regions receive
both muons from GMT and vertex information from GTT.

tion with the barrel calorimeter and the tracker. Regions 1-5 are the overlap between endcap6099

calorimeter and tracker while region 6 does not include tracker information anymore and just6100

the endcap calorimeter. Recall above, HF processing is actually performed upstream in the6101

GCT as it does not depend on any other subsystem and the latency of the HF trigger is quite6102

low.6103

Given this alignment, the number of input links needed are:6104

• Region 3: 54 (TT) + 18 (GCT, barrel) + 6 (muon) + 1 (GTT) = 79 links6105

• Region 2,4: 27 (TT) + 18 (GCT, barrel) + 6 (muon) + 1 (GTT) = 52 links6106

• Region 1,5: 27 (TT) + 36 (GCT, endcap) + 6 (muon) + 1 (GTT) = 70 links6107

• Region 6: 36 (GCT, endcap) x 2 + 6 (muon) + 1 (GTT) = 79 links6108

This number of input links fits comfortably within the 96 allowed links available in the VU9P6109

FPGA that will be used by the CT.6110

The number of output links per FPGA are determined by the total output payload of the CTL1.6111

Each particle flow candidate is defined by 64 bits and the total payload is 60k bits (20k for6112

PUPPI candidates, and 40k for PF Candidates). To be delivered over 6 BX, this requires 3 Tx6113

links out of the CTL1 to the CTL2 trigger per FPGA. With 6 regions going into the CTL2, this is6114

a total of 18 links being received by each CTL2 FPGA.6115

5.5.2 Layer-2: Object Reconstruction6116

The Correlator Trigger Layer-2 (CTL2) uses the particle flow candidates identified at CTL16117

to reconstruct physics objects : jets, taus, electrons, photons, and global energy sums. These6118

Regionalization — 'board regions’
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1 region / VU9P 
(or similar)


